
 

 

Student Success (Persistence and 
Graduation) and WASC 

 

Why does WASC care about student success? 
 

WASC reflects increased interest from government and organizations like the Gates Foundation in 
student success, especially measured by persistence and graduation rates. For all accreditation reviews, 
WASC institutions must provide data and analysis about the following questions:  

 
 What do data on retention/completion show overall, and for various student groups?  

 How do results compare with the institution’s own goals and the performance of peer or 
aspirant institutions?  

 How well does the institution understand the factors affecting student success? 

 What are the institution’s plans for addressing student success gaps and how does the 
institution implement those plans? 

 

Overall, what is Pacific’s approach to student success? 
 
Pacific’s goals for student success (first-to-second-year persistence: 90%; six-year graduation: 75%) 
have been set to reflect Pacific’s aspirations as a high quality comprehensive private university.  
Institutional Research collects and analyzes data related to student success. Analyses indicate that 
while many factors affect student persistence to graduation, college grades are the best predictor of 
success. Follow up analysis shows that many (28.3%) of incoming students need fundamental skills 
remediation and that students needing remediation have lower rates of success. Use of this data 
analysis informs policy making. For example, a mid-term grade check will be put in place at Pacific to 
identify students at risk for academic failure to provide earlier opportunities for intervention.  
 
Pacific’s attention to student success is multi-faceted and addresses student needs throughout their 
time at Pacific. 
 
The integration of new students to life at Pacific and the university’s academic expectations is 
promoted by the First-Year Experiences Committee and includes features that include new student 
orientation programs and MOVE, student advisors, and dean’s or chair’s seminars for new students 
in several academic units and programs.  
 
Academic support, especially for at-risk students, is provided by programs such as the Educational 
Resource Center, the Referral Center, the Program for Access to Student Services, study-skills 
courses, workshops and supplemental instruction offered in various academic programs, academic 
services for student athletes, academic services for international students, and tutoring services.  
 
Critical student services that help at-risk students include the Counseling Center, the Office for 
Services for Students with Disabilities, and Health and Wellness Services. 



 

 

 
The Retention Analysis Network is a community of interest that brings together faculty members 
and academic administrators, student life professionals, and institutional researchers to develop a 
better understanding of student success at Pacific and consider proposals for improving student 
success at Pacific. The Strategic Enrollment Resources Planning Committee considers admissions and 
financial aid policy as they make affect student success. Academic units have identified lead 
administrators to address student success issues, e.g. the Senior Associate Dean of the College is 
responsible for student success issues in that unit.  A new Vice Provost (a new position at Pacific) will 
have responsibility for coordinating academic approaches to student success. 
 

What are Pacific’s strengths in addressing student success? 
 

 Pacific is committed to understanding the factors that affect student success and acting to 
promote the success of its students at all levels. 

 University leadership has made student success an institutional priority for budget and 
planning.  

 Institutional Research provides rich data and analysis to understand student success and 
challenges at Pacific. 

 Pacific’s multi-faceted approach to student success demonstrates the University’s widely-
shared commitment to student success. 

 Groups like RAN and SERP promote wide collaboration on addressing student success issues. 
  

What critical issues does Pacific have to address regarding student success? 
 

 Pacific does not meet its goals for student success and must continue efforts to reach its 
goals. 

 Although data analysis does not demonstrate a significant correlation between students’ 
financial status and persistence to graduation, it is clear that many students experience 
stress and anxiety about the cost of attending Pacific. The University will be vigilant about 
financial factors that may affect student success. 

 In doing so, the University faces an uncertain economic environment, including uncertainty 
about Cal Grants, a source of financial aid for a large number of Pacific students.  

 

Where can one learn more?  
 
http://www.wasc.pacific.edu/eer.html#StudentSuccess 
http://www.wasc.pacific.edu/eer.html#AppendixA 
http://iris.pacific.edu/pages_private/retention.shtm 

http://www.wasc.pacific.edu/eer.html#StudentSuccess
http://iris.pacific.edu/pages_private/retention.shtm

